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Extracted from AstroAmerica’s Daily
Ephemeris, 2000-2020.  Buy.
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FROM  C.E.O.  CARTER’S  ENCYCLOPAEDIA

— Encyclopaedia of Psychological As-
trology, by C.E.O. Carter.    Buy.
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ODENEB   delta Aquilae   23 æ50

Notes:  A green star in the Eagle’s tail.  From Al Dhanab, the Tail
Influence:  Of the nature of Mars and Jupiter.  It gives ability to command,
liberality, success in war and beneficence.

TEREBELLUM   omega Sagittarii  26 æ03
Notes:  The chief star of “the four-sided figure in the tail” of Sagittarius mentioned by
Ptolemy.
Influence:  Of the nature of Venus and Saturn.  It gives a fortune but with regret and dis-
grace, cunning, a mercenary nature and repulsiveness.
(One argument against constellations having an impact on the earth is that some entire signs
of the zodiac have no significant stars, while others, such as Taurus, have powerful stars (Algol)
that contradict the sign itself.— Dave)  – From Fixed Stars, by Vivian Robson   Buy

2014 MAYNARD CALENDARS
In stock and shipping!

 Celestial Influences Wall Calendar
 Celestial Guide Datebook
 Pocket Astrologer
 Astrologer’s Datebook  gone!
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Why there is no 13th sign of the zodiac

THERE is no 13th sign of the zo-
diac because signs of the zodiac are
not constellations that happen to fall

along the ecliptic, which is the earth’s path
around the sun.  Signs of the zodiac have
nothing whatever to do with constellations.

Each of the signs of the zodiac are quali-
fied by being cardinal, fixed or mutable,
which I think of as states of energy, and by
having one of four elements, fire, earth, air
or water.  The result is  not a wheel or a
circle, but a 4 x 3 grid.  There are only
twelve possibilities.  There will only ever
be twelve possibilities.

These are the ABC’s of astrology and I
was dumbfaced and ashamed when I first
stumbled upon them, that I did not automati-
cally know, that few of us did.  Astrology is

a structure, it is organized.  When we are
puzzled, when we have questions or doubts
or are challenged by skeptics, we need only
return to the basics.  For there the answers
will be found, one way or another.

To these twelve element-energy “vibra-
tions” we also add polarity, or sex.  So Ar-
ies, for example, is masculine, cardinal and
fire.  Virgo is feminine, earth and mutable.
Scorpio is female, water and fixed, etc.

So should someone say there is a “13th
sign,” you should correct him and say that
as all possibilities are already taken, he will
have to propose some existing sign for dele-
tion.  It is surprising how some who call
themselves educated and scientific will
blithely advocate things that are impossible
and which they clearly know little about.

These vibrations do not fall from the sky,
but are generated by individual planetary
bodies, including moons and stars.  The en-
ergies of any individual star or planet vary
by its placement among its neighbors, in
other words, by its orbital path and daily ro-
tation.  Stars, moons and planets are more
than big enough, more than close enough, to
have exactly this effect upon each other.  We,
as residents on one of them, must adapt to
the earth’s as best we can.  And that is as-
trology, in a nutshell.

x

Why there is no 13th sign of the zodiac

T Abstemiousness (in Food) is generally de-
noted by a strong Moon-Saturn influence.
If Saturn is prominent and well placed the
abstinence is generally natural to the native
and voluntary; if he is prominent, but af-
flicting, or weak, as, for example, in Can-
cer, it may be enforced by ill-health or pov-
erty.  Saturn in Leo or afflicting the Sun or
planets in the 5th house will often cause
abstinence from pleasurable indulgences,
but accompanied by effort and a hard
struggle, unless he be exceptionally strong.
Of the signs, Scorpio has the greatest pow-
ers of self-denial.
Abusiveness.  Aries is prone to freedom of
expression and very seldom fails to venti-
late its grievances loudly and forcibly.  The
same may be said of Uranus, which has tre-
mendous powers of vituperation and denun-
ciation.  If a horoscope shows a sensitive
emotional nature by the prominence of the
Watery element, and especially if Mars or
Uranus is prominent or afflicts Mercury,
there will be quickness of speech and often
considerable bitterness of expression.
Queen Elizabeth I will serve as an example.
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Buy the book!  Meet the author!  Headlines, graphics, book titles & authors are all clickable.  So click already!  Go places!

continued, pg. 4

The continuing education of
Jimmy Wales, Wikipedia founder

NO, no, no, before you say this guy
is more evil than Bill Gates ever was,
you have to give him a chance.  He’s

a small town boy who got dazzled by the
bright lights and doesn’t know how far out
of his league he’s gotten.

Yes he’s an atheist and a libertarian, a fan
of Ayn Rand who hates astrology and believes
he’s “rational,” but give him a break.  Hunts-
ville, Alabama, his home town, was just an-
other small place until the military came in
1941.  Missile development started in 1950.
NASA arrived in 1960.  James came along
in 1966.  Huntsville is now a tech-savvy en-
gineering town with a metropolitan popula-
tion over 400,000.

The city as a whole is still too new to have
diversified very much from its technological
base.  My sales records, which go back 20
years and comprise some 52,000 transactions,
suggest the city, by comparison to others of
its size, remains intellectually undeveloped.
Huntsville’s own Wiki page is much over-
developed.  (There are a number of bicycle
routes in the city.  As in every city in the US.)

So let’s give James Wales, now residing
in London with his third wife, the astrology
reading he’s too provincial to give himself.

Astrologers, bless our fake souls, work
cheap.  An hour spent with one would be en-
tertainment.  Jimmy could score points telling
his friends about it.  Tell everyone, I knew they
were phony.  I went to one and he proved it.
He’d be the talk of London for a week.  Jimbo
does astro.  And survives!  Heck.  The London
astrology community might never recover.  He
could be striking a blow for SCIENCE!

THE CHART

OF Wales’ birth data, there is no
question.  He himself has made a
fuss about it:

I was born on August 7th, 1966, at
around 11:30 PM… according to my
mother, who should know.  But some-
how, when the doctor prepared my birth
certificate, he put August 8th, 1966.
Even though my parents signed it, they
didn’t notice it.  We only found out when
I was 15 and went on my birthday (the
7th!) to get my driving permit.
The resulting chart has nearly 29 Taurus

rising.  Since his birth time is only approxi-

mate and since Mercury is in his 3rd (along
with Mars, Jupiter, and Venus) and as he’s
known for his intellectual accomplishments,
shouldn’t he really have Gemini rising?  You
only need to add, let me see . . .  four min-
utes.  It would make ever so much sense,
don’t you think?

And here we have our first judgement
call.  Taurus or Gemini rising?  Ruled by Ve-
nus or Mercury?  Which?

If Gemini were rising, Mercury would
rule, from Leo in the 3rd.  Gemini rising is
restless and erratic and nervous, a constant
talker.  Ruling planet Mercury in the 3rd
makes him even more quick-witted and ver-
satile, as well as footloose in the world, al-
ways travelling.  In Leo, we add loud-
mouthed and proud of what he knows.   Which,
Gemini rising, changes every time he speaks.
Ruling planet in Leo, the Sun also in Leo and
ruling it, he has vast self-importance.

Alternatively, if Taurus rises, Wales
wants to grab and hold on to things.  Physi-
cal things.  Ruling planet is now Venus, which
we find in Cancer, but still in the third house.
What does Taurus rising with a ruler in the
3rd want to grab on to?

Knowledge, which Taurus quantifies and
objectifies.  In Cancer, this is personal.  In
the third house it is instinctive, strangely
enough.  It was Vettius Valens who identi-
fied the 3rd house as instinctive, while the
9th is intuitive, which, though few people are
aware, are polar opposites.

Quantifying knowledge, objectifying it,
turning it into a solid object, is what ency-
clopedias do.  The knowledge of the world in
a fine set of 30 hardcover volumes, over
40,000 in-depth articles, a total of 18,251
pages, for only $695.00 USD, plus shipping.
Wales, who seems to have been de facto
home schooled until the 8th grade, poured
over a set.  My father, who very likely had
Taurus rising, bought three complete sets
between 1958-70.  I had my pick, but with
nervous Gemini rising, I largely ignored
them, which was my loss.

Developing Taurus rising further, note
Mars very near the 3rd house cusp.  With Tau-
rus rising, we’ve already established that Wales
is instinctive and, with Cancer, considers his
knowledge to be his personal possession.

MARS’ symbol ¥ is that of a
shield-and-spear so that he is the
warrior planet showing where

YOU are equipped to fight for a cause.  He
is best situated in the 11th House of
particular circumstances where you are sure
of bettering conditions for yourself & in
general battling to achieve your hopes &
wishes, especially if your chart is afflicted.
Wherever he is by house, that is where you
have trouble in life & where you must exert
yourself to overcome it.  If in mutual
reception (two planets in each other’s Sign)
you have a talent for sidestepping or getting
out (or keeping out) of trouble & danger.

In any angular house he causes
accidents, lawsuits, arguments, many
changes of address, obstacles to be met, and
the need to protect yourself.  You tend to
go to extremes: overworking, scornful of
setbacks & dauntless in tackling any task;
independent, enterprising, pioneering, trail-
blazing, given to making fresh starts & rash
decisions.  Because of rising to any
challenge you are easily drawn into debate
& sometimes disputes, being naturally
excitable, but grudges never last long unless
he is in a fixed sign.

Mars is less rash & headstrong when in
a succeedent house, though just as
independent & enterprising; with more
likelihood of shouldering burdens because
of marital fiances, the care of children or
due to deaths in the circle, circumstances
in life & the need to overcome a tendency
to spend extravagantly.
 — The Way of Astrology, 1967.  Buy
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Like what you read?  These are excerpts.  Get the complete books from:

Part 50

HSTUDENT’S  CORNERH

  © Marian Futterman, 1976, Your Dog
and Astrology, $3.00.  Yes, Marian, we
still have copies.  Some of the best sun-
sign writing I ever came across.  Buy!

+ The New Newsletter

Most people, most astrologers,
even, have no idea how rich,
how varied, astrology really is.

I’m lucky.  For the last twenty years, I’ve
lived in what amounts to a world-class
astrological library, which I’ve been pass-
ing off as AstroAmerica.  Every week I
will serve up a slice for your amusement.

‘Til next week – Dave

+
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DOG OF THE
MONTH
DOG OF THE
MONTH

This is a serialization of Vivian Robson’s
A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology.

continued:—

January 7:
1610– Galilei discovers Galilean moons.
1927–First transatlantic telephone.
1948–Crash in pursuit of a UFO, KY.
1959–US recognizes Castro’s Cuba.
1980–Chrysler bailed out.
1990–Leaning Tower of Pisa closed.
1999–Clinton’s impeachment begins.
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Personal
Appearance

— A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology, by Viv-
ian Robson.  Buy

Personal
Appearance

— © Debbi Kempton-Smith, 1999.  Buy.

SAGITTARIUS.  Body.  Tall, slim and well
made; strong, aristocratic, athletic looking and
active; sometimes stooping; long hands and
feet, and legs often disproportionately long;
very long neck; broad shoulders.  Head broad.
Face sometimes oval, but usually long, nar-
row, and of even width; broad rounded fore-
head; strong chin, often dimpled.  Hair brown,
nut brown, or chestnut, often with a twist in
it; growing off the forehead and thinning at
the temples.  Eyes grey, blue or brown, often
rather prominent; bright, clear, honest look-
ing, and expressive, often twinkling; eyebrows
well marked; eyelids often appear to be
stretched wide open in the middle; eyes often
slant downwards slightly towards the cheek-
bone.  Nose long, thin, and usually straight,
lying fairly close to the face, but sometimes
aquiline.  Teeth long, strong and often pro-
jecting.  Complexion fresh, ruddy or sunburnt
and healthy looking.  Peculiarities: often like
a horse; very restless; great talkers but often
tend to stammer or have a slight impediment
in speech; fond of walking, and take long
strides, head thrown back and arms swinging;
particular over dress but often careless in han-
dling clothes; fond of checks, women affect
tailor-made costumes.

CAPRICORN.  Body.  Medium height or
under; spare and bony; thin and wiry; often
ill-formed; weak chest; sloping shoulders; long
thin scraggy neck; weak limbs, and often weak
at the knees; bony hands.  Head often small.
Face thin and hard set, often with melancholy
expression; prominent, clearly defined, but
often irregular features, thin firm lips; promi-
nent, narrow, pointed and bony chin . . .

The Capricorn dog
looks standoffish and
doesn’t take kindly to
strangers.  They are
very loyal, intelligent,
persistent, and like
c o m f o r t a b l e
surroundings.

See that his basket is cozy, no sleeping
outside for this one. He will punish you
by howling all night if you insist he stay
there.  But don’t chide him as this makes
him neurotic.  He is only showing you that
he has feelings and wants to be treated like
you would want to be.

Food wise he is fairly easy to please. Not
at all lazy, he seems to thrive on activity, so
try to keep him busy. He is a natural
scavenger, so keep your garbage can lids on
tight, and give him plenty of vitamins.

Saturn in
Capricorn

or the 10th, or Capricorn on the 10th

STICKY wicket, here.  We must make
a distinction between Saturn in Capri-
corn, a fine, upstanding, noble position,

and Saturn or Capricorn involved with the
tenth house, which can make a person as mean
as they come.

Saturn is the ruler of Capricorn and when
this unlucky planet relaxes in his own home
sign, he shines with wisdom.  He wants sta-
tus, has an instinctive knowledge of how to
connect with people in power, and isn’t silly
enough to think that a title or fame means more
than a little grain of sand on the beach of Al-
lah.  Certainly he is ambitious; yes, he is afraid
of his hunger for power, but God gave him
wisdom as his birthright.  At its worst, Saturn
in Capricorn shows the way a person will de-
lay himself with a fear of success, but he’ll
generally come to terms with this when he’s
grown up a bit and makes a mark on the world.

But Saturn in the tenth house, or Capri-
corn on the tenth house cusp, tells a story too
long and twisted for the limits of a paltry pa-
perback.  There are many kinds of people with
these positions, but they have an observable,
often unconscious, mean streak.  They’ll do
anything—I mean anything—to prove that
nobody’s going to have power over them.
They are dictators.

They may not even know they are tyrants.
Often they dominate through their desperate
dependency on you.  They’re so scared of au-
thority that they come out shooting first and
asking questions later . . .

Saturn in
Capricorn

S
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Jimmy Wales
August 7, 1966
11:30 pm CST
Huntsville, AL
Placidus houses
mean node

Mars, debilitated, will make him fight.
Jupiter, exalted, will make him a judge, but,
in the wrong house, a bad one.  While Wales
may have lost control of Wiki, Mars-Jupiter
conjunct in Cancer in the 3rd is the defini-
tion of an edit war.  Which have plagued
Wiki from the start and are now in danger of
destroying it.  Wiki is Wales.  Wales is Wiki.
It is in his chart.

Jupiter, the planet of law and judges, is
in Wales’ chart exalted by sign but debilitated
by house (Jupiter wants to be in the 9th).
Which means that when Wales looks at his
encyclopedia, Jupiter in 3 says he judges, or
values, the wrong things for the wrong rea-
sons, but Jupiter in Cancer encourages him
to continue doing exactly that.  Behold the
difference between sign and house, exalted
and detriment.

Instead of being the neutral purveyor of
knowledge, Wiki has instead become a de-
fender of what it believes to be absolute right
and the enemy of what it holds to be abso-
lute wrong.  This is the secret to all encyclo-
pedias, but Wiki has done a particularly bad
job of it, as they have given the game away.
The Encyclopedia Britannica is just as hos-
tile to astrology as Wiki, but far fewer people
refer to it.

Judgement of this sort is in conflict with
the second of Wiki’s Five Pillars:

Wikipedia is written from a neutral
point of view:  We strive for articles
that document and explain the major
points of view, giving due weight with
respect to their prominence in an im-
partial tone.  We avoid advocacy and
we characterize information and issues
rather than debate them.  In some areas
there may be just one well-recognized
point of view; in others, we describe
multiple points of view, presenting each
accurately and in context rather than as
“the truth” or “the best view”.

WHY is Wiki itself not aware of
this?  Look again at the chart of
its founder, Wales.  What rules

Cancer and the third house?  The Moon.
Where is the Moon?  In Taurus, in the 12th.
In the 12th, Wales keeps his feelings and
emotions to himself.  It might never have oc-
curred to him this is unusual, though it per-
haps annoys him that others may be exces-
sively emotional at times.  Without him ever
quite understanding why.

Having now considered both Gemini ris-
ing and Taurus rising, it is clear that Wales
has Taurus rising and that his birth time is
more or less right.

Which his appearance confirms.  Does

(Nationwide daylight savings time started the next year.  CST is correct.)

not Taurus rising produce a more handsome
face?  Yes, except when Venus, the ruler, is
in homely Cancer.  Now notice the mutual
reception between the Moon, in Taurus, and
Venus, in Cancer, 12th of secrets to 3rd of
intelligence.  There is a sense of “I am smarter
than you think I am,” “I don’t talk about these
things,” that I don’t have to, that knowledge
is a fixed thing, that authorities are to be taken
at their word and not questioned, not chal-
lenged, that change should be avoided if at
all possible (ascendant, MC, Moon, node,
Sun, Mercury, Neptune all fixed) and that if
or when new information, new ideas are nec-
essary, he, Wales, will know instinctively
how to bring it about (Venus, Mars, Jupiter
in cardinal Cancer in 3).

Wiki in fact strives for perfect articles,
not because it wants perfection per se, which
would be Virgo, but because it wants and
values permanence, which is fixed Taurus.

Among the criteria, a featured article,
Wiki’s very best work, will be

Well-researched: it is a thorough and
representative survey of the relevant
literature. Claims are verifiable against
high-quality reliable sources and are
supported by in-line citations where
appropriate. . .
Stable: it is not subject to ongoing edit
wars and its content does not change
significantly from day to day . . .
These rules are, of course, absurd.

Knowledge is like sunlight, it is dynamic, it
is ever changing, it is never the same from
moment to moment.  While printed ink-on-
paper has obvious limitations, it is an ency-
clopedic flaw to have only one article on any
given subject.  Think carefully about this.
When I come to you every week with these
stories, you know that I am but one of many.
When I cite books for reference, I am doing
so in the hopes that you will build a library
of books, partly as a ready reference, but pri-
marily that you might learn, as I have learned,
to consult  Alan Leo on Tuesday, Alan Oken
on Wednesday, Carter and Robson on week-
ends, etc.  There is no one right author.

An encyclopedia that has only one article
on, say, astrology, then, even if the article
was well-done, it would still be just one ar-
ticle.  It would be inferior to the many com-
peting resources which I have at my finger-
tips.  Precisely because no one article can be
definitive, all individual articles are inher-
ently misleading.  All 4,415,852 English lan-
guage Wikis.

The underlying reason for ceaseless edit
wars is that many articles need to be more
than one.  This is not a matter of differing
points of view.  Only articles built from the
ground up, as fully-formed expressions of
their authors, can be definitive, but even then,
only on their own (absolute) terms.  Which
is the definition of a search engine.

Which is to say that Wiki, by its very

W
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(continued)

THE  SALES
There are two.  Take your pick:

THE FIRST SALE:
BUY A BOOK - GET ANOTHER AT HALF PRICE.

The rules:  Buy any book or tarot deck
at regular price, get an Astrology Classics
book of equal or lesser value at HALF PRICE.

Minimum order:  Two books.  There is
no maximum.

Astrology Classics books are the 50
which we publish.  Find the complete list
HERE.  Any book (including Vedic), any tarot
deck, paired with one of the books we pub-
lish, will work.  You can even get two As-
trology Classics books, one at full price, one
at half price.  Any combination.

On the second page of the shopping
cart, in the space for Promo Codes, write,
“HALF PRICE” and we will make the
changes, as I regret the cart is not smart
enough.  (Credit cards are not charged on-
line.  We do that manually.)

OR,

SALE NUMBER 2:
BUY $100 OR MORE OF ASTROLOGY CLASSICS

BOOKS, GET THEM ALL AT 40% OFF.
Rules:  You can only buy Astrology Clas-

sics, which are the 50 books we publish.  See
the complete list here.  No other books
qualify.  Your order must total at least $100,
(shipping extra).

On the second page of the shopping
cart, in the space for Promo Codes, write,
“40%” and we will make the changes, as I
regret the cart is not smart enough.  (Credit
cards are not charged on-line.  We do that
manually.)

Get $100 in books for $60.
Get $150 for $90.
Get $200 for $120, etc.

______________

Should you forget to write “half price”
or “40%”, send us an email as soon as you
can.  We will be happy to adjust, but you
must make your claim!

Take this opportunity to build your library
with the books you have long wanted.

Best wishes for a prosperous and
happy New Year to our many friends and
customers!  — Dave

Some selected

Astrology
Classics Books

Astrology
Classics Books

THE  SALESexistence, cheapened the web.  The variety
of expression that had been building on-line
has now largely disappeared, replaced by
Wiki’s uniform error.

This is the underlying problem of treat-
ing knowledge as a commodity, rather than
as living entities.  A true on-line encyclope-
dia would have multiple articles on many
subjects.  Authors would have the freedom
to write as they please, to be influenced by
some and not others.  Authors could pick and
chose from existing articles, adding their own
experience and insights as they saw fit.  The
resulting enterprise would be a vast creative
endeavor, rather than the thankless straight-
jacket that Wiki has become.  Readers would
have the free will to pick the best according
to their own criteria.

EVENTUALLY winners and losers
would emerge, but they would
emerge in context.  Just as the “great-

est hits of the ’60’s, ’70’s and ’80’s” emerged.
Not because record execs said this or that
group was good, but because the people were
given the right to choose for themselves.  It
is this freedom which Wiki lacks.

I expect Wiki will counter, that “scien-
tific standards must be upheld,” but upheld
by who and for what reason, exactly?  Here
is a partial list of subjects Wiki has tagged
as pseudo:

Examples of pseudoscience concepts,
proposed as scientific when they are
not scientific, include:  acupuncture,
alchemy, ancient astronauts, applied
kinesiology, astrology, Ayurvedic
medicine, biorhythms, cellular
memory, cold fusion, craniometry, cre-
ation science, Scientology founder L.
Ron Hubbard’s engram theory,
enneagrams, eugenics, extrasensory
perception (ESP), facilitated commu-
nication, graphology, homeopathy, in-
telligent design, iridology, kundalini,
Lysenkoism, metoposcopy, N-rays,
naturopathy, orgone energy, paranor-
mal plant perception, phrenology,
physiognomy, qi, New Age psycho-
therapies (e.g., rebirthing therapy), re-
flexology, remote viewing, neuro-lin-
guistic programming (NLP), reiki,
Rolfing, therapeutic touch, and the re-
vised history of the solar system pro-
posed by Immanuel Velikovsky.
The full list includes the entire Chinese

culture.
When we gave Enlightenment Science

the right to rule over us, we expected they
would be fair and comprehensive.  Instead,
Science, especially as led by Wiki, is increas-

The Prenatal Epoch,
by E.H. Bailey.
People ask me, isn’t
conception the right
moment to set the
chart?  Yes it is, if you
can find it.  This book
will tell you how, and
how prenatal charts
determine sex as well
as the circumstances

around birth.  The prenatal chart is useful for
rectification and many other purposes.  $23.95

The Book of Instruc-
tion in the Elements
of the Art of Astrol-
ogy, by Al Biruni.
Books like this give lie
to the modern claim,
that ancients had noth-
ing to do with astrol-
ogy.  Al Biruni was a
genius on the level of
Leonardo, if not
greater, one of the most outstanding minds
who ever lived.  Here is his essential primer
on astrology, including one of the best com-
pilations of Arabic Parts ever made.  $12.95

The Progressed
Horoscope, by Alan
Leo.  This is Alan
Leo’s book on fore-
casting, and includes
progressions, returns,
transits and primary
directions.  All of
Leo’s books were
based on his mail or-
der chart business,

which he ran for many years, and which were
ground out by a team of astrologers, not just
himself.  The resulting delineations were
time-tested and often pithy.  $29.95
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ingly a polarizing agent.  We must believe in
evolution, we must not believe in creation-
ism, we must not only believe in global
warming, we must believe that mankind is at
fault and that we are all going to die.

The evolution/creationist debate is ex-
actly identical to the number of angels that
can dance on the head of a pin.  It is of no
worth to anyone, while global warming, lack-
ing astro-meteorology for context, is a na-
ked power grab.

If science, like the Church before it, can-
not govern us effectively, if it condemns en-
tire cultures, as the Church condemned Is-
lam and science has condemned China, we
must replace it.  Sanity, not to mention world
peace, demands it.

Aristotle is the first choice, but Aristote-
lian physics is but a subset of astrology.  As-
trology, functioning as a language, knows
all and describes all.  Impartially.  It gives
the observer the tools to judge for himself.
It empowers the masses.  It has traditionally
been condemned for this reason alone.  All
other excuses are phony.

I have read many claims that astrology
was about to again take its rightful place in
the world.  It seems that every decade since
the late 19th century has made them.

I now think it is on the verge.  Astrology
will replace “science” before the middle of
this century.  The current astrological  revival,
which has only the 12th Century Transla-
tors as a precedent, has assured it.  It was
those translators who gave us the Renais-
sance.  The Greeks are just that powerful.

I HAVE done the charts of a number
of “savants,” men (all of them, I think)
who claimed to be intelligent.  Without

exception, they were intelligent not because
of static planets-in-the-third (or 9th) house, but
because of stressful aspects, squares or oppo-
sitions, that made their world inherently un-
stable, thus requiring them to ceaselessly adapt
to it.  I myself am among them, with a chart

that in many ways resembles that of Goethe.
Jimmy Wales lacks these aspects.  To

Jimmy Wales, knowledge is something that
can be harvested, processed, put in cans and
sold in a supermarket.  He and the staff he
has assembled fundamentally misunderstand
the very nature of knowledge.

A few years ago I heard that Google was
considering buying Wiki.  Would have made
Wales rich many times over, but as Wiki has
devolved over time, I doubt any sensible per-
son wants anything to do with it.

What is ahead for Jimmy Wales and
Wiki?  In three years Pluto in Capricorn will
begin to oppose his 3rd house planets, while
Uranus in Aries will square them.  Which
leads me to

JIMMY WALES

SELL-BY DATE

THE simple calculation, Saturn as hy-
leg, Jupiter as Alcochoden, plus Ve-
nus, minus Mars, produces a life of

five years.  As Mr. Wales is now 47, we must
do a good deal better.  And yes, this is a liv-
ing individual.  The gloves are off.

For the solution we must read the book.
Not skim.  Here is Holden’s translation:

And when you have recognized the
Alcochoden, see if it is in an angle in
its own domicile or exaltation or tri-
plicity, oriental and free from [any
aspect of] the evil [stars], and free
from retrogradation and combustion,
[for then] it signifies its own greater
years for the native.  (pgs. 7-8)
From Abu ‘Ali Al-Khayyat, to whom I

defer in these matters.  I could interpret this
to mean that if the Alcochoden is angular,
and in a sign or face or term which it rules,
and is not retrograde nor combust nor in hard
aspect to Mars, Saturn or maybe Mercury, if
all of these are true, then we can give the
planet its maximum years.

But instead I am going to speculate that
Sayyid Al-Khayyat meant that if the Alco-

choden was in any of its rulerships, was not
retrograde and was on the left-hand side of
the chart (oriental), then it automatically gets
its maximum years, other calculations to fol-
low.  I am still learning and am grateful that
I can do so.

Recasting Mr. Wales, Jupiter now gives
79 years.  Venus adds 8, Mars removes 15,
for a final total of 72.  Which makes the year
2038 critical.  Death ensues not at this time
per se, but, commencing that year, when the
hyleg (Saturn) comes to an unfortunate as-
pect of a malefic.  Which would be by pri-
mary direction.  By transit, in that year Nep-
tune conjuncts Wales’ Moon, Uranus stations
on his Jupiter/Venus, Jupiter does, too.  As
Venus is the chart ruler, these are critical tran-
sits to an elderly person, as I have learned
first hand.

Which, if this computation is correct,
means that Mr. Wales will not perish at any
sooner date, though this is not a license for
risky behavior, as it merely tells us when he
dies.  Remember that former Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon has been living in a
twilight world for some 8 years now.

THERE was once a notable French
astrologer, who, according to a story
I read many years ago in Michael

Erlewine’s monthly magazine, grew tired of
being called away from his estate for the
trivial duties of advising the king.  So as he
had been much in demand at court and had
given many natal readings (a skill he is still
noted for), with each new trip he began to
post death notices.  The predicted end of life
of one or another of the various courtiers,
often only a few months off.

I am not certain this worked, as he dared
not post the death of the king or his family or
close advisors, which meant royal sum-
monses continued as before, but at least now
his visits were mercifully short.

It is time to remind the foolish why as-
trology is to be respected.
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